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Welcome

RES is pleased to introduce our plans for a new wind farm between
Sutton Bridge and Tydd St. Mary in South Holland, Lincolnshire.
The time is right to step up development of cleaner, greener
energy sources. Renewable energy can reduce climate-changing
pollution, provide a reliable supply of electricity to homes and
businesses, create ‘green collar’ jobs and bring important economic
benefits, both locally and nationally. As the most advanced of the
new renewable energy technologies, onshore wind power has a
vital role to play in meeting our needs in the next few years. 

Every part of the UK is now looking at the contribution it can make
to a more sustainable and secure electricity supply and The Grange
Wind Farm is an exciting project that can help the region achieve
its renewable energy targets.

What are we proposing?

We are applying for permission to erect seven wind turbines on
agricultural land around the Grange Farm, on Tydd St. Mary's
Marsh.

Each turbine would be up to 127m high, to the tip of the blade.
The layout has been designed following more than two years of
comprehensive site studies aimed at reducing the visual and
ecological impact of the project, whilst ensuring that the wind
farm generates a substantial amount of clean, green power.

The wind farm has a potential installed capacity of 14MW.
Government wind modelling data* suggests that the proposed
wind farm is likely to generate enough electricity to power
approximately 8,000 homes, equivalent to 24% of the annual
consumption of all the houses in the South Holland District (based
on 2001 UK census data). Site specific wind speed measurements
have been carried out by RES which indicate that this figure could
be even higher in reality. 

We are confident that this is a very good site for a wind farm and
that our sensitively-designed project will be an asset to the area.
We expect to submit a planning application in the Spring. The plan
(top right) shows the layout of the proposed wind farm and the
map (bottom right) shows the site location.

*The Department for Business, Environment and Regulatory Reform (DBERR) manages the NOABL
database of average wind speeds for different areas of the UK. This has been used to derive the predicted
capacity factor for this site on which these calculations are based.

The East Midland’s renewable energy boom

The East Midlands region, in which the wind farm is situated, is
aiming to have at least 155MW of installed onshore wind capacity
by 2020. This is set out in the draft Regional Spatial Strategy for
the East Midlands, issued for consultation in July 2008.

The Grange wind farm will make an important contribution to
these targets.

Any more questions?
We would be happy to cover any issues in more detail in forthcoming newsletters. If you would like to see
anything discussed in more detail, don’t hesitate to let us know.

More information about wind power can be found at the following websites:

The Sustainable Development Commission’s report into wind power:
www.sd-commission.org.uk/publications.php?id=234   The British Wind Energy Association: www.bwea.com 

General information about the role renewables can play in UK electricity generation:
http://www.berr.gov.uk/energy/sources/renewables/explained/index.html 

Wind With Miller – fun stuff for kids: http://www.windpower.org/en/kids/index.htm 

Information about renewables for your home or community:
http://www.energysavingtrust.org.uk/Generate-your-own-energy 

For those receiving this newsletter by post, we obtained your address through a national post-code database. 
If you do not wish to receive further information from us about this proposal, please write to us and let us know.
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When RES first started developing wind farms
more than 20 years ago, the issue of global
warming was largely at an academic level. Now,
in 2009, few people question that climate
change is under way and that mankind’s love of
fossil fuels and the consequential rising of
atmospheric CO2 levels is a significant factor. 
Sir David Attenborough has summed up the
feelings of many scientists: “If you take one
moment in time, you can’t be sure what the
trend is. Now, when we look at the graphs of
rising ocean temperatures, rising carbon dioxide
in the atmosphere and so on, we know that
they are climbing far more steeply than can be
accounted for by the natural oscillation of the
weather. What people must do is to change
their behaviour and their attitudes. If we do
care about our grandchildren then we have to
do something.”

Recently, scientists have predicted that, should
global temperatures rise by just 3°C more, we
could reach the point of no return. If the ice
caps melt, sea levels will rise and the lives of
billions of people around the world will be
affected. Changing patterns of weather appear
to be starting to affect the historic timings of
the traditional seasons. In turn, this could affect
wildlife and lead to the loss of some types of
plants or animals from certain regions. 

The Draft Regional Spatial Strategy for the East
Midlands (2008) refers to a number of potential
impacts of climate change across the region. 

Climate change matters

For example, “The consequences of climate
change are important especially in the 20% of
the Region which is low lying and are
safeguarded from fluvial and coastal flooding
by drainage and flood defences, but also for
many fragile and fragmented biodiversity
habitats across the East Midlands.”

It also goes on to say that “In general terms,
climate change will alter seasonal rainfall
patterns and may make it necessary to increase
storage capacity or exploit new sources in order
to maintain the public water supply.”

The Strategy makes it clear that wind farms
have an important role to play in helping to
tackle climate change: “In establishing criteria
for onshore wind energy, Local Planning
Authorities should give particular consideration
to......the contribution of wind generation
projects to national and international objectives
on climate change.”

The UK Government has set a target to cut
emissions of carbon dioxide by 80% by 2050. 
To achieve this, a whole range of cleaner energy

technologies will have to be developed – from
onshore and offshore wind to tidal, biomass,
solar and wave – as well as measures to green
our transport and reduce energy demand.

The proposed wind farm at The Grange is one
step towards creating a low carbon, sustainable
energy supply. The UK is the windiest country in
Europe and it makes sense to use this natural,
clean and abundant resource.

RES has worked hard to ensure that The
Grange wind farm is well designed,
minimising any environmental impacts,
whilst maximising the amount of clean,
green energy that can be obtained from
the wind. We are committed to creating
important economic benefits for the local
community from the project. It is important
that projects like The Grange wind farm
are built as soon as possible if we are to
produce home grown, clean energy, make
a positive contribution to the fight against
climate change and reap the benefits of a
shift to a low carbon economy.

If we do care about our grandchildren 
then we have to DO something.‘‘ ’’

THE GRANGE 
WIND FARM

COME ALONG TO OUR EXHIBITIONS 
AND FIND OUT MORE!

We will be holding exhibitions at the following venues in March, to present
the full details of our application:

Wednesday 25th March: Tydd St. Mary Village Hall, 3pm – 8pm
Thursday 26th March: Sutton Bridge Constitutional Club 

(New Road, Sutton Bridge), 10am – 3pm
We look forward to meeting you and explaining our plans in more detail.

For further information, please contact: 

Amy Bambridge

Community Relations and Project Manager

RES UK & Ireland Ltd

Beaufort Court

Egg Farm Lane

Kings Langley

Hertfordshire WD4 8LR

Tel: 01923 299328

email: thegrange.windfarm@res-ltd.com

Sir David Attenborough



The UK is currently undergoing a radical change
in the way it generates electricity. A transition is
under way from large centralised conventional
generators – coal, gas, and nuclear – to smaller,
more geographically dispersed renewable
generation, such as wind and biomass. At the
moment, the UK’s electricity primarily comes
from three sources: gas (50%), coal (25%) and
nuclear (13%). Despite our abundant natural
renewable resources, we generate just 5% of
our energy from renewables. We are
increasingly dependent on imported fuels,
particularly gas, which is not good for our
economy or our security. The government
estimates that, if things don't change, we could

be dependent on imports for 75% of our
primary fuel needs by 2020.

As conventional fuel resources decline, we need
to make use of home-grown energy sources
that will never run out. Indigenous and
renewable, wind power has an important role
to play in keeping the UK’s lights on.

The UK has an ambitious target of producing
15% of its total energy supply from renewables
by 2020. That would mean approximately 
35-40% of the UK's electricity coming from
renewables within 12 years, with wind power
(the most mature renewable technology)
providing the bulk of this total.

Our changing energy supplyThe project teamLeading by exampleWho are we?

RES is one of the world’s leading independent
wind energy companies and is part of the Sir
Robert McAlpine Group, a British, family owned
construction and engineering firm. At the time
of writing, RES has successfully built over 3,500
MW of wind power capacity around the world
and has developed or constructed over 10% of
the UK’s wind energy. From more than 25 years
in the wind industry, RES has gained a high level
of expertise in the technical, environmental and
financial disciplines essential for the
development of a successful wind farm. Our
reputation for quality is second to none and we
pride ourselves in being a power for good in a
world facing stark energy choices. 

RES is the holder of a Queen’s Award for
Enterprise in the Sustainable Development
category, recognising RES’s
‘comprehensive approach to the
environmental and social impact
assessment prior to the
commencement of every wind
farm project’. We were also listed in the Sunday
Times Top 25 Green Businesses in 2008.

RES recognises that renewable energy
has to go hand-in-hand with improving
energy efficiency and reducing energy
demand. That is why RES’s award-
winning UK head office is a pioneering
example of a ‘low carbon’ office, with
electricity and heat provided from its
own wind turbine, solar panels, biomass
grown on site and natural cooling. 

The number of staff employed by RES
in the UK increased from 190 to 306
during 2008, and this number is
expected to continue to grow
throughout 2009, despite the current
economic climate. 

Interested in a wind farm visit?

Visiting a wind farm can be useful in helping
people learn more about wind energy and
understanding at first hand what the project
proposed for their area might be like. “We
always offer local people a group visit to an
operating site as a way of helping people to
make informed decisions about wind farms,
because there are so many false rumours in
circulation. It’s a particularly effective way to
dispel the myth that turbines are noisy, for
example,” says Amy Bambridge, RES’s
Community Relations Manager.

If you would be interested in seeing an
operating wind farm in action, please contact
Amy on 01923 299328 or email
amy.bambridge@res-ltd.com. 

If you would like to know where the UK’s wind
farms are situated, please go to
www.bwea.com/ukwed/ for an up-to-date map.

Benefiting local people and the economy

It is our policy to ensure that each wind farm
development brings tangible benefits to the
local community. The usual mechanism for this
is through the provision of a community fund,
which is paid annually and relates to the size of
the wind farm. 

We are proposing a community fund of around
£2,000 per installed MW, which equates to over
£28,000 per year. The fund will be handed over
to an independent local body to manage, such
as the parish council(s) or an entirely new
independent trust, to be identified through
consultation with local people. We would
encourage anyone with a view on how the
community fund should be managed or spent
to discuss this with us at any time during the
planning process. 

Community funds are operating successfully at
other RES wind farms in the UK. For example,
at Altahullion Wind Farm in Northern Ireland,
the fund has been spent on the creation of a
new community riverside pathway and
footbridge, entertainment activities for family
fun days, summer schemes for local children,
and the maintenance and running of
community buildings.

Short to medium-term jobs will be created
during the construction period (usually around
a year) and we will be looking for local and
regional businesses that can provide the
following people, services and materials: civil
engineering, haulage, concreting, security,
electrical skills, etc. There will be knock-on
benefits to other businesses in the area, such as
hoteliers.

A local landmark

As at many other wind farm sites around the
UK, the project is expected to be of interest to
local schools and visitors to the area. Some
schools choose to follow the progress of a wind
farm application as a project for their students,
offering opportunities for learning about a
whole range of curriculum subjects, from
energy and the environment to citizenship,
history and art. 

For example, we have previously sponsored the
energy education charity CREATE
(www.create.org.uk) to work with schools
around our wind farm sites to help them to
reduce their energy bills. In Yorkshire, we are
currently working with 3 schools who are
introducing the Diploma in Engineering later
this year. If your school is interested in such a
project, please contact us, as our educational
centre in Hertfordshire can provide educational
materials.

If you’re a member of a group such as the
Scouts, WI, Round Table, Rotary, Probus Club,
etc., or work for a local company, and would
like us to come and give you a presentation on
the wind farm, don’t hesitate to drop us a line.

View from the south eastern edge of Sutton Bridge. Turbine visibility has been digitally enhanced. For illustrative purposes only.

is the Project Manager for The Grange wind farm proposal. 
She has been overseeing every aspect, coordinating the various
departments of RES to ensure the site is suitable, and that all
the necessary studies and assessments are carried out
thoroughly. Helen also works on improving wind farm
construction practices, to ensure that environmental effects are
minimised, by regularly visiting RES construction sites across the
UK & Ireland to monitor and make recommendations for
improvements. Originally a physical geographer, a Masters in
Natural Resource Management at Cranfield University led her
into developing renewable energy projects. 
helen.hall@res-ltd.com

Helen Hall

Amy Bambridge is the Community Relations Manager for
The Grange wind farm. Work on community environmental
management projects led her into the wind industry. She
handles all of the local community work and is the first point
of contact for enquiries about community funds and the
consultation process. amy.bambridge@res-ltd.com

Amy Bambridge

� No polluting emissions 

� Will never run out 

� Helps in the fight against 
climate change 

� Efficient and reliable

� Economically viable 

� Improves our energy security 

� Tried and tested technology 

� Safe:
� Quick and easy to install
� No long-lasting legacy

Why wind?

The Grange Wind Farm will harness the clean
and natural power of the prevailing winds and
turn it into useful energy for homes and
businesses.

While Lincolnshire benefits from excellent wind
speeds and good grid connections, making it an
attractive place for wind farm development,
there are many things to consider when finding
a suitable site. As Helen Hall, the Project
Manager, explains. “Choosing an appropriate
site involves consideration of a range of issues.
We have to ensure that the local environmental
impacts of the wind farm will be absolutely
minimal and take into account local planning
policies, environmental designations and
proximity to homes. We also have to consider
technical issues such as wind speeds, land
availability, a suitable grid connection close to
the site and good transport access.”

Environmental impact assessments are a
compulsory part of the planning process for
projects such as this. The detailed studies on 
The Grange site have been going on for over
two years, and are co-ordinated by RES’s in-
house team of scientists, with most carried out
individually by independent consultants.

Why is this a good site for a wind farm

Helen further explains, “For example, we have
been undertaking investigations into the
hydrology around the site, looking at water
flows in the area. We have also had some
detailed ecological monitoring work carried out,
investigating populations of bats, birds,
amphibians and mammals, as well as mapping
local plant life. We have also looked at the local
landscape, archaeology and effect on TV
reception. All of this information is helping us
to design an acceptable layout of the turbines
and we are confident that the site is suitable for
a wind farm.”

The findings from the site studies will be written
up as a comprehensive Environmental
Statement, which South Holland District Council
will take into account when deciding whether
or not to grant planning permission for the
wind farm. The results will be presented at the
exhibitions in March, and once the planning
application has been submitted, copies will be
made available locally, such as in libraries and
Council offices.

Wind power works! It is the
technology that can help us
meet urgent short term
targets on climate change
and help us keep the lights
on. As thousands of projects
across the UK and around
the world show, wind
energy is already
successfully generating
carbon-free power and
bringing jobs and economic
benefits to communities. 

View from the northern edge of Walpole St Andrew. Turbine visibility has been digitally enhanced. For illustrative purposes only.
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